BROADCAST ASIDE
was like, duh — the artist’s name is on the front of
the record and the producer’s name is on the back.
I’m not there to compete with the artist. I’m the
obstetrician — I deliver the brain child.’
Elliot Scheiner has managed to stay friends with
many clients, long-term and otherwise. But as the
relationships deepen over the course of a few records,
he cautions that expectations of where it’s going in
the future should be kept in check. ‘There’s always
the expectation that you’ll work on the next record
but I’ve grown to understand that you can’t take
that for granted,’ he says. ‘Sometimes things need to
change up a bit for one reason or another.’
Garth Fundis is a leading Nashville producer
who has rarely sought the limelight, with the kind
of low-key personality that’s conferred a trait that
often goes unheralded in record production — a
sense of neutrality and objectivity that certain
artists, like Trisha Yearwood and Don Williams,
have found irresistible for decades. You don’t go to
Fundis for his opinions; you go to give your own a
reality a check.
The early days of his work with Yearwood weren’t
completely smooth, but its resolution reads like a
Hollywood happy ending. ‘When our initial demo
session together wasn’t as rewarding as either of us
expected, she reminded me of what it was about me
and the records I had made that lead her to choose
me as her partner in the studio, Fundis told me. ‘She
pointed out Linda Ronstadt’s valued relationship
with Peter Asher as the model she expected us to
emulate. With that kind of support and confidence
I quickly rallied from our misstep and from then on
we always checked in with each other on a regular
basis to ensure we were both on the same page.
Eventually we could just look at each other through
the glass separating the studio and control room and
read each other’s thoughts. We laughed often and
others around us were envious that we could carry
on a conversation without even speaking. Even
when Trisha decided she needed to reach out to other
producers, we were never not friends. [But] I was
always invited back for another project. We like to
think we discovered each other.’
Understanding — for that matter, tolerating
—silence is also a useful ability in long-term
relationships, as Fundis relates about his work
with Don Williams. ‘I always admired Don’s easy
manner but working with him could sometimes be
challenging because he would sometimes just stop
everyone, leaving these long quiet moments that
felt like minutes,’ Fundis recalls. ‘He was sometimes
slow to communicate his ideas or thoughts because
he was just sitting there thinking. But eventually
he would begin to speak. Even when I didn’t
necessarily agree with him at first, I was patient and
listened to where he took us, and more often than
not, I ended up learning something from him and
more often than not, he was right.’
Starting with the inarguable premise that
nothing lasts forever, looking at each new artistproducer relationships as a potential long-term one
accomplishes a couple of things. It pushes away the
idea of the quick dollar, which in and of itself widens
the potential for creativity. That’s easier said than
done these days when a producer with a couple of
successes might be tempted to grab all the money
being waved at him from hopeful musical suitors. It
also grounds you, the producer, reminding you —
hopefully early enough in your career — that being in
this business for the long run means recognising that
it is, at its core, a business of relationships. The longer
you can keep each one going, the bigger the support
base you build for own career. n
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The devil in the black box
From its inception, the polyphonic keyboard sampler was the answer to the musician’s
quest for sonic purity. Some of his TV brothers would say it is the devil in the black box and
that DENNIS BAXTER has sold his soul at the crossroads.

I

encountered the first generation of analogue
sampler called a Mellotron in a recording
studio. This was a keyboard that played back
spools of tape with prerecorded sounds as
musical notes. You may remember the unforgettable
flute solo in Stairway to Heaven … it was famously
(and incorrectly) attributed to a Mellotron flute sample
and it is one of the first times that real instrumentation
was mistaken for sonic deception. Truthfully, John
Paul Jones did use Mellotron flutes on the recording
The Song Remains the Same later in 1973. One day,
while working in the studio, I had a revelation when
I loaded the sound effect loops on the Mellotron. It
changed my perception of music, orchestral noise —
and sound -– but not about money. Recently I saw a
Mellotron in a music store and they still want a bloody
fortune for the damn thing.
Years later when I was new to Outside Broadcast
audio work, I learnt quickly that microphones and
wires have problems in the rain and television directors
can be unforgiving. I admit I was from a recording
studio and definitely in a new league, but pride drives
one blindly.
Horse racing was my first cognizant experience of
sound supplementation, but it was my experience with
car racing that drove me back to my studio days. I first
played with NAB continuous loop carts with mediocre
results and, after a season of pouring rain, I vowed to
never get caught in that situation again.
Just in the nick of time, the Japanese electronic
manufacturer Akai introduced the first digital sampler
that I could afford. It became so obvious to me: we add
a little pit, gear shift and tyre squeal to enhance the
excitement. We are here to entertain I thought. What’s
the problem? The North Americans are very anal about
sound supplementation and I have been told that if I
can’t do it ‘live’ I should not be in an OB van.
I was told I was cheating. Well, after defending the
practice for 20 years, I thought I would give an honest,
resolution

practical and creative argument for samplers.
First, advanced cameras and optics put additional
pressure on audio. I have often used a rule of thumb
that for every lens power of 20 you have to add
another microphone. A handheld camera would have
an 18:1 lens and usually needs just a single (stereo)
microphone. With a 100:1 lens, the camera can see
hundreds and hundreds of meters and a good camera
operator can keep the focus for the entire run which
could require four or five or six microphones and even
microphone operators.
I have used samples for rowing, sailing, cross
country and biathlon skiing as well as motor sports and
could easily see its use in many other applications but
there is a broadcast bias against this.
Borrowing an old computer term, WYSIWYG (what
you see is what you get) is the perfect description
for televised sports playback. Perfect because that’s
all there is. No sound. Just dead air. Producers and
directors need to think like sports fans and bring the
whole experience back in replay, not just the visual
action. The playback sequence screams for something
besides dead air. Sound augmentation solves the
silence during the replay sequence.
The broadcast bias against sample sound
augmentation is short-sighted at best. Consider this:
is the camera zoom cheating? A viewer could never
be so close to the action in reality (And he certainly
wouldn’t see it the same with the distortion of the lens.
Ed). Only through production technology can you
experience the close-up of the outfielder climbing the
wall to glove the ball or the filly blowing away the boys
as she wins the Preakness. Like camera magnification,
sound augmentation brings the experience to life for
the viewer … and to me, it is a creative and production
embellishment and should have merit.
Finally, the audience expectations are incredibly
high because of the entertainment influence of video
games, car stereos and movies. The audience standards
for television are no different. Purist producers should
not underestimate the need to entertain the audience.
Just take a look at the wooshes and swooshes that
accompany every graphic displaying the stats and
scores — indicating that maybe something here is
interesting.
So it’s hats off to the Kentucky Derby. As a sound
man, it’s hard not to be critical when watching televised
sports but I want to close this column by saluting the
audio crew of the 2009 Kentucky Derby. Sitting in my
favourite chair by the window with Otis (my sound
hound), I watched (listened) to the Derby and must
acknowledge that I think that the Derby sounded
wonderful for the fastest sporting event in television —
and no second chance. There was no broadcast bias in
this race. They did it right.
I had recorded the Derby and replayed it in slow
motion, counting what I believed to be the microphones.
I factored in the number of days to set up the venue,
the degree of difficulty, the animal factor, and of course,
the weather. The sound was excellent. The production
did not cut corners on the audio. Every whinny, every
brush of the whip, every hoof beat, It was all there.
The result? For the fastest two minutes in
television, the entertainment experience will last a
long, long time. n
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